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Resources and 
Capacity

• Including research

Interventions

• Policies, programs, 
& services

Health Factors

• Social, economic,  
educational factors

• Health behaviors
• Public health and 

health care access 
and quality

• Environments

Health 
Outcomes

• Chronic disease

• Physical health 

• Mental health 

• Well-being

Societal and 
personal 
benefits and 
avoided costs

Health care 
costs reduced 
or avoided

Based on models from County Healthy Rankings (http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/our-approach) and Metrics that Matter for Population 
Health Action (http://www.nationalacademies.org/hmd/Reports/2016/Metrics-that-Matter-for-Population-Health-Improvement.aspx).

Transportation access to health care logic model
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)Family and Social Support

• Child abuse, maltreatment, and neglect
• Childhood adversity
• Childhood bullying

• Elder/spousal/family caretaker

Community Safety

• Crime
• Incarceration

• Public safety
• Violence

Economy

• Employment
• Financial insecurity

• Income
• Job training
• Wealth

Education

• Early education

• Education level
• High school graduation
• Higher education

• Literacy
• "Success in school"

Nutrition

• Food environment/access/insecurity
• Healthy eating

Activity

• Physical activity
• Social connection

Sexual Health

• Safer Sex
• Teen pregnancy

Drug Use

• Tobacco 
(prevenion/cessation/environment)

• Alcohol and drug addiction

Adherance

• Medication adherence

Health Care

• Access to care/services
• Care transitions
• Quality of care

• Patient satisfaction
• Preventive care

• Provider communication
• Readmissions

• Utilization

Cost of Care

• Health care costs
• Insurance

Housing

• Homelessness
• Housing conditions

• Accessibility

• Housing insecurity

Community Environment

• Air quality
• Water quality

• Green space

• Recreational opportunities
• Walkability
• Neighborhood environment

• Transportation
• Community engagement opportunities

Revised from County Health Rankings model 
(http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/our-approach) and 100 Million Healthier Lives Measurement System: Progress to Date 
(http://www.100mlives.org/measure/ - framework).

Health care factors & proportion of impact on health outcomes 



Chronic disease

• Asthma

• Cancer

• Cardiovascular 
disease

• Child oral health

• Child vision 
health

• Diabetes

• Disability

• Obesity

Physical health

• Exercise 
capacity

• Mobility

• Mortality

• Pain

• Sensory ability

• Low birth 
weight

Mental Health

• Depression

• Anxiety

• Suicide

Well-being

• Overall well-
being

Adapted from 100 Million Healthier Lives Measurement System: Progress to Date (http://www.100mlives.org/measure/ - framework) and 
McClintock et al., Empirical redefinition of comprehensive health and well-being in the older adults of the United States 
(http://www.pnas.org/content/113/22/E3071.full.pdf). 

Health outcomes related to transportation access to health care



Public providers

•Fixed route transit

•Fixed flexible route

•Demand responsive/ADA 
paratransit

Tribal transit Veteran’s affairs

Private providers

•Wheelchair accessible

•Ambulatory w/ assistance

•Taxi style service

•Stretcher service

•Ridesharing service

Human service providers Volunteer transportation

County sponsored services

•County owned vehicles and paid 
drivers to transport Medicaid 
clients 

First/last mile connections

•Office/industrial park circulators

•Neighborhood circulators

•Military base circulators

•University circulators

Personal transportation

•Mileage reimbursement

•Walking/rolling

•Bicycling

Revised from FLPPS Transportation Committee Executive Summary, personal communication. (Committee information can be found here: 
https://flpps.org/Workstreams/Transportation.) 

Transportation services related to access to health care
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Defining return on investment Funding

Missing information & data

Technology

Geography

NEMT destination and service gaps

Cross-sector collaboration
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Grants

Shared learning

Start small and go slow

Let patients tell the story

Customer service

Take the care to the patients

Sharing resources, increasing revenue

Sharing data, analyzing solutions



“This is like a sieve - you create a little space 
and there’s lots more need. No matter what 
we’re doing, the more access we provide, the 
higher the cost will be, because we’re not 
providing for all of those needs now.” –
Transportation services

“We’re not trying to keep people from 
healthcare, so that’s not really the cost we 
want to look at. Are we adjusting medication 
or treating someone after a stroke? Is it 
making a difference for you, individual person 
who received a ride? Transportation providers 
- are you giving more rides because the system 
is more efficient? Health care providers - are 
you noticing fewer no-shows?” –Human 
services

“One of the things that we really believe, is 
that what we do supports people living in 
place, decreases isolation, so they’re less likely 
to go to an assisted living facility.” –
Transportation services

“[Could we quantify] family costs, such as 
costs saved because family members who are 
caregivers can return to work and/or engage in 
family activities because their role as caregiver 
diminishes as their loved one gets well?” –
Human services 

“If we have patients who are abusing drugs, 
they’re going to have myriad health conditions. 
Their children are going to have health issues, 
domestic violence issues, going to be in jail all 
of the time – it leads to societal issues as well 
as health issues“ – Health services 

Flickr user Anonneymouse1
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“What we found when we asked initially, a lot of 
them didn’t even know why people weren’t showing 
up for their appointments.” –Human services

“Regional hospital did the community health 
assessment but didn’t ask about transportation. 
People would hand write in the margin - access, 
language barriers.” –Transportation services

“We already had a one-call 
center. What we didn’t have 
was the mechanism to 
identify the at-risk patients to 
address re-hospitalizations.” 
–Health services 

“You call to make a doctor’s 
appointment. The very first 
question is ‘What insurance do you 
have?’ We want the second to be 
‘What kind of transportation do 
you have?’” –Consumer/consumer 
advocacy



“With the ACA and the expansion, we have this 
population that came on to a plan. A lot have 
never had insurance and need education 
about benefits, how to utilize insurance.” –
Health services

“Ramping up for health care coverage, but for 
the groups most in need, having coverage was 
not the same as having access; [there’s] 
distrust and fear in the system (based on 
immigration, race) and transportation 
barriers.” –Consulting/technical assistance

“[Measuring is] further complicated by the ACA and whether or not the state expanded its 
Medicaid program. There may be an increase in cost - is that a function of delivery of 
transportation or simply more individuals eligible. What if medical services aren’t available 
[nearby], and transportation costs increase for that reason?” –Research/academia

Flickr user Nancy Pelosi



“If they had told us, ‘Here are our top 
ten ER utilizers, go out and serve 
them…,’ but none of our partners 
would share anything meaningful with 
us because of HIPAA.“ –Transportation 
services

“The thing about HIPAA - in small towns, everybody knows 
who you are if you dig into it enough. [Maybe it should be] 
us feeding the hospital the transit data and them doing 
the analysis without talking about the people - just a 
higher-level aggregate. ” –Consulting/technical assistance



“One of the biggest struggles working 
with the public transit providers and 
using fixed route service is a lot of them 
don’t have OS data or GTFS files. 
[There’s] no one stop shop nationwide 
so I can appropriately identify the trips 
and geocode them. 
Having access to OS GTFS data could 
make all of the difference in the world 
in regards to NEMT using the fixed 
route services. We would be open as a 
brokerage to exploring the option of 
helping these agencies create this data.” 
–Brokerage 

“You get all of these little proprietary systems. 
How do you collect data when they don’t 
connect with each other? The FTA or some 
federal agency [could take] the lead and make 
open source platforms, standards.” –
Transportation services

“[We’re doing] one year of planning to 
make sure our technology will serve the 
needs of the individuals in the center 
for in depend it living - individuals who 
are unable to see or hear; will it work 
with the reader devices, etc. “ –
Brokerage



“One thing we found, 
especially in the public 
transit system, it can be 
difficult to track who is 
riding and what kinds of 
needs they have. If you 
don’t have a card that 
identifies who the riders 
are, then the systems are 
not able to identify with 
great accuracy. They can 
probably make decent 
estimates of what riders fall 
into what categories, but if 
you’re looking at a short 
period of time at increasing 
ridership, that can be 
challenging.” –
Consulting/technical 
assistance “Public transit agencies (don’t know if 

they’re carrying a veteran or a NEMT 
trip). “ –Researcher/academia

Flickr user Daniel Ramirez



There’s a Medicaid broker who helped try to 
arrange transport. [Patient] had a behavioral 

appointment that Medicaid would cover. Their 
doctor said [patient] can take public transit. 

Their counselor said [patient] needs taxi 
service because of anxiety. The broker sides 

with the physician (or the cheaper form of 
transportation). Sure enough, [patient] doesn’t 

get to their appointment.“ –Health services

“Trying to figure out how much money it costs 
for a pre-term birth, that info is not public. 

Negotiated rates with the insurance companies 
– [health care providers] won’t give that; but 

also, that’s not necessarily the costs.  We’re 
only including the hospital stay [in our return 
on investment evaluation], but you get billed 
by hospital, doctor, everyone who worked on 
you, [We] couldn’t keep track of everything -

we’d have to ask each of the individuals. So we 
need to have a relationship with the insurance 
companies to get them to tell us what’s being 

saved.”  -Foundation/funding
Flickr user Janet McKnight
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“There are very different issues in the rural 
and non-rural areas. The metrics around 
transportation needs some component to take 
those into account. How are you using 
resources efficiently if there are only 7 people 
per square mile.? That’s something we’re 
finding. We have the numbers for each site; 
when we look at number of rides, distance of 
trips - the more rural the site, the less efficient 
the transportation is. Unless that is pointed 
out to leadership, they just think that the 
program isn’t functioning well.” –Veteran’s 
services

“Transportation for us is really a problem in 
rural areas. When people want to transition 

back to their home on a farm, the state has to 
give us a 24 hour back-up plan. So states are 

slow to move people back to rural areas; [they 
do] not want them to move from a facility back 

into seclusion.” –Health services

“That whole issue of not being able to 
cross lines or borders without those 
agreements - I understand that 
intellectually. But is there something they 
can do to make that easier? It’s ridiculous.  
I can get my patient to the border, but 
then I have two miles to go, and I have to 
get someone from another county. Is it a 
statutory requirement? A funding 
requirement? If you’re going to have 
regional health care, there’s got to be 
some way to make this a little easier 
to do.” –Health services

“Health care did not have the capacity to 
take people to regional care. We need to 
cross 1, 2, or 3 municipal boundaries, and 
the original model was designed for local 
rides on a recurring basis.” –Human 
services
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“You have to have a face to face with a 
physician to say you need home services – well 
that requires transportation to get there in the 
first place!” –Research/academia

“The thing I hear the most is we have free 
Medicaid transportation, but I can’t bring my 
kid. I can’t get a babysitter for them.”  –
Foundation/funding

“Even groceries - some [patients] 
can get them delivered, but many 
do not have this option. You’re at 
a severe disadvantaged to 
maintaining yourself at home if 
you can’t even get food.” –
Research/academia
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“We find that both public transit and 
Medicaid NEMT have a similar goal - they 
want to provide individuals, especially those 
without other options - access to health 
care. And there’s an expectation that it will 
improve outcomes. Beyond that, they don’t 
have many additional goals or objectives in 
common, and in fact they sometimes 
diverge.” –Research/academia

“The people that are most interested are the 
payers - the insurance and the managed care 
folks; not really the health care providers.” –
Transportation services

“If the state DOTs could have sort of “go-to 
people” lists available for the transit agencies 
that are out there in their respective states. 
Even within the agencies that should know 
their own rules, there’s a lot of misinformation 
out there.” –Transportation services

“Transit people have assumption that more 
access and more rides are better. 
People paying for health care (mainly 
Medicaid, since they pay for transportation) 
embrace attitudes of insurance company – ‘the 
less we have to pay, the better, so more 
transportation is the opposite of better.’” –
Transportation services

“[We’re] like 5 year olds playing soccer -
everyone storms around the soccer ball and 
are all trying to do the same thing, not aware 
of what other people are doing and when to 
pass the ball.” –Health services



Flickr user Chris Feser

“We’re learning we have to really start small. 
The willingness, for people to change and 
organizations to change – it’s really hard to do. 
The idea that we’d make suggestions and wave 
carrots and people would change isn’t really 
happening.” –Health services

“We had to keep scaling down this 
program, because the demand was so 
much greater than the money we had.” –
Transportation services

“What we see so often is that things develop 
quickly without a sustainability plan. How can 
we be sustainable as funding comes and goes, 
while we make something that’s reliable and a 
utility for people? Our users rely on us - we 
can’t just go away next year. Innovation is the 
hot thing, but what can we do to support, 
grow, and amplify the things that already 
exist.” –Consulting/technical assistance

“One thing that’s come out of this to me 
that’s been worth all of the time we put 
into it – we have built the greatest 
partnerships in this community to 
understand health care and how we can all 
work together.” –Transportation services



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzbuG4F78kk

“If you’re talking to 20 providers, you should 
talk to 20 consumers.” –Consumer/consumer 
advocacy

“What needs to drive what we collect and 
track and use to make decisions is the 
relevance to the individual – to their needs 
and if those needs are being met. The person 
being served is at the center of how we’re 
collecting this data and how we’re using this 
data. Quantitative data isn’t enough  - we need 
to know how their quality of life is being 
impacted.” –Transportation services

“We [dialysis patients] 
make a huge impact 
[talking to decision-
makers]. It’s not just a story 
for them - I’m real. It’s not 
‘There’s 270,000 of us 
[dialysis patients].’ I try to 
put a face to it – we’re 
real.” –
Consumer/consumer 
advocacy
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